TEX-STORETM
For successful performance at the POS

Visual sales area planning
Product presentation is a company’s business card. Numerous people work
together to stage the various products you offer to create a unified, harmonious picture that can appeal and inspire customers. The product’s impact
has to be current and attractive to guarantee a strong brand performance.

Staging your brands professionally
TEX-STORE is the visual-merchandising solution that helps companies capture their brand
message. With TEX-STORE you will bring the sales area to life – right at your workstation.
Integrating TEX-STORE in your processes will lead to synergy across the entire company,
which will consequently lead to considerable improvements in POS communication and a
remarkable acceleration in the creation of your visual merchandising guidelines.

An improved brand impact at the POS can result in increased sales

Creating successful VM concepts
TEX-STORE provides everything you need for the development of your visual merchandising
concepts and guidelines. Within the software you can move in a three-dimensional room
containing your own fixtures, products and POS-materials. You can easily create and view
as many merchandise presentation alternatives as you want until you have found the perfect one for your sales area.
Simple, effective, and economical
visual implementation of marketing
messages
Central management of all shops
and components

Data pool for an effective management of all relevant data
Easy to use drag & drop merchandising functions
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POS-proof collections
TEX-STORE enables you to test and present your collections virtually at the POS as early as
the development phase to ensure its statement and impact fit into your marketing concept.
This permits quick reaction times when changes are needed and helps to avoid unnecessary prototyping costs. Thanks to the KPI-based (KPI = Key Performance Indicators) analysis
tools the sales area can be merchandised efficiently by also assuring the assortment makes
financial sense.

Ensure your collection fits into the allotted sales area and that the product presentation will
generate sales. The result: a more efficient product presentation at the POS that can reduce
development and prototyping costs while simultaneously increasing sales.

Early planning with virtual products
that include your target selling prices
Store analysis with Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)

Improved cooperation and communication between those responsible
for the collection
Product mix analysis
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Creating and communicating guidelines
Create precise guidelines for your merchandise concepts at the POS. Communicate these
concepts to your store managers and staff – with Plan-O-Grams, high- quality renderings,
movies, reports, or via online broadcasting. Information material related to visual merchandising concept as well as special themes, messages and campaigns that are to be
implemented on the sales floor can be distributed beforehand across the company and
distribution channels.

Communication of the Plan-O-Grams via
email, Internet or mobile solutions (iPad,
tablet PCs)

Guidelines accessible at any time and
from any location via mobile devices

Reduction of travel costs and time
Automatic creation and update of
Plan-O-Grams

Precise realization at the POS
Visually appealing and professionally created visual merchandising guidelines are the basis for an optimal understanding of your plans by your store personnel at the POS.

Adjustment of the guidelines to meet regional requirements

Automatic placement of individual areas
and visualization of future delivery dates

Feedback from the sales floor directly to
your headquarters

Create effective training-material for your sales staff with your TEX-STORE results in clearly
presented detailed visual guidelines that can be disseminated for instructional use at the
POS. Your sales team will be motivated and have more time to dedicate to your customers.
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Planning your sales areas and future expansion
With TEX-STORE you can simulate entire stores with their various departments. New store
openings can be virtually created in the planning phase and be designed more effectively
with reduced architectural expenses. Distinctly defined zones enable a quick overview as
well as a precise financial analysis.

Monitor your success in real time
Make quick adjustments to your sales area concepts with a quick-reaction analysis of the sales figures.

Visual analysis of your sales figures

Automatic generation of statistics

Fast reaction and adjustment of
VM concepts
Visual sales performance analysis by color
shadings
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Strengthening vertical partnerships
Closer cooperation for shared success
TEX-STORE will enable you to convince your vertical partners of the optimal visual impact
and financial effectiveness of your store or shop-in-shop concepts. The individual presentation within a virtual store environment will give your partners an exact idea of what is being
ordered and will strengthen your vertical partnerships even more.
All relevant figures and sales forecasts become transparent and are immediately available
to your partner with their individual data and KPIs allowing you to win their confidence and
together achieve an optimal and professional sales area presentation.

Individual order overview for your vertical partner

Automatic generation of module proposals

Freely and easily definable parameters of the modular composition

TEX-STORE in action
“With TEX-STORE, we were able to make a remarkable step forward in terms of brand
communication and impact” Ohad Cohen, Product Manager, Manfrotto Bags.
Over 50 percent of the top100 clothing companies in Germany rely on Koppermann. We
develop TEX-STORE in close cooperation with our customers as well as by monitoring the
fashion industry as a whole. Many TEX-STORE functions have resulted from the requirements of this fast-changing industry as well as the direct feedback of our users.
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Your success is our goal - Our Service
We have over 10 years of experience in the implementation and support of TEX-STORE
projects in diverse companies within the fashion and retail industries. We deeply care
about our long-standing relationships with our customers and react quickly to the constantly
changing requirements of the industry.
Koppermann provides you with an experienced project team – from the initial step to project
completion. This project team then accompanies you even after the successful introduction
of the software and is always available to answer any questions personally and directly.
All Koppermann software solutions are developed in our corporate offices in Munich providing you with high security and added flexibility.

Integrated software solutions for
the fashion industry
TEX-STORE is part of the Koppermann Solution Suite. We support companies throughout
the entire product cycle – from the creative idea, to PLM, to the presentation of the product
at the POS – for a practicable added value system.
Planners can incorporate any up-to-the-minute changes in product design, fabrics, colors,
revisions in seasonal colors, and cancellations to take advantage of available retail space
with an impact on profit and customer satisfaction.

Koppermann stands for a seamless communication between your company’s many
different systems and departments, unleashing synergies along the entire value chain
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Technical information
Intelligent administration of all product and POS data

Individually definable user interface

Regular updates directly from our
development department

Seamless integration into your existing IT environment

What you can expect
Optimal visual product presentation and financial planning

Effective planning and fast creation
of visual sales area concepts

Crystal clear POS communication
and correct implementation of the
VM concepts

High-quality product presentation
at the point of sale

Visual sales analysis
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www.koppermann.com



info@koppermann.com

